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Dr. Jennifer Edwards

Day 3

Day 2

a successful veterinarian and practice owner for over 25 years,

she understands the challenges of life as a professional and

business owner. Having sold her practice, she is now a life &

leadership coach and speaker in addition to a part-time relief vet.
 

Her 15+ year passionate study of transformation and spirituality

culminated with multiple coach training and speaking

certifications. She is a Certified Professional Coach (CPC) in Core

Energy Coaching (iPEC) with specialty credentials in Leadership

and Transitions. She is also an Energy Codes Certified Coach (Dr.

Sue Morter).
 

Her focus is on transformation and energy and she believes that

awareness is the key to choice and freedom. Jennifer’s conviction

is that everyone can live a happy and fulfilled life. With insight,

compassion, and her extensive knowledge and training, she helps

professionals elevate self-awareness and break free of mental

blocks to find their personal power, so they can create a life

full of happiness, love, fun, and peace. 

Meditation and breathing exercise

Meditation and breathing exercise

goal setting and powerful intentions

recognizing energetic blocks 

    to achieving goals

exploring our values and commitments

workshop: what’s not working in your life and 

     why?

how to change your life story
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Day 4

Day 6

Day 5

Meditation and breathing exercise

Meditation and breathing exercise

burnout and 6 energy influencers

putting it all together

Meditation and breathing exercise

learn the 7 energy levels

Workshop on impermanence, 

    non-judgment, and the power of choice

create your own energetic success formula

action steps for at home implementation

  introduction to TCM for self care:

          dr. galina bershteyn
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PURA VIDA RETREAT

Dr. Jamie Stahl
As a therapist, teacher, mentor, and former veterinarian I support and

encourage you in embodying and expressing your inner truths, desires
and living whole-heartedly. I practice the healing ways of the ancient

somatic (body) traditions with a body-centered psychotherapy
approach to reveal the wisdom of the heart and to return to the endless
source of love within. This embodiment of love and awareness offers a

way to alleviate suffering, deepen relationships, and create a
meaningful life that we most long and yearn for.

COUNSELLING

1 5  M INUTE  CONSULT :  FREE



Spaces are limited to ensure
an intimate group setting.

Contact us today:

Email: gbershteyn@gmail.com
WhatsApp: (506) 8473-9531


